Lanai tus 30(4)

more than one bird.

summit months. This, however, is the first occasion on which I have seen

I have seen a single Osprey on almost all my visits to Freedom Dam in the

feeding some two hours later when I left the dam.

Eagles passing high overhead and calling. The Osprey was still slowly
disappearing from the left. The Osprey the meanwhile continued to feed. It was not

sighting a gentle glide towards the south end of the dam, where they

while watched the Osprey feed, a shadow passed over, Cirling above

sighted to eat his catch.

The bird leaped to a dead lee some 200 m away, where it settled and

happening very nearly to hit, and a buzz of about 25 cm out of the water.

while watched the Osprey feed, a shadow passed over, Cirling above

On Sunday morning 2nd November 1997, while lazily fishing a fly for

Ospreys at Freedom Dam
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